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I. Introduction
The main advantage of morphing wings is that the wing can be optimised for several different flight phases with conflicting requirements, by changing its shape when transitioning from one phase to another. The concept of morphing wings is not new and has been applied since the early ages of aviation. The Wright Flyer, the first heavier than air aircraft with an engine, enabled roll control by changing the twist of its wing using cables actuated directly by the pilot.
2 The increasing demand for extra payload and higher cruise speeds led to a demand for a stiffer wing structure, making it difficult to morph the wing depending on the mission profile. Current aircraft wings are therefore designed as a compromise for the missions they fly, performing sub-optimal at each individual flight state. Extensive research has been performed on methods to incorporate the ability to morph as the flight state requires, into wings with are sufficiently stiff to cope with the requirements of increased payload and flight speed. Barbarino et al.
2 give a detailed overview of the current state of the art in morphing research and the concepts that have been developed over the years. An overview of morphing aircraft throughout history, including various morphing mechanisms, is given in Figure 1 .
In 9 Parallel to the research done in the USA, the European Union has also funded several research programs since 2002, including the Active Aeroelastic Aircraft Structures (3AS) project, the
